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1d3c6622-d1a4-4613-aa4f-76545806867a
00:00:12.290 --> 00:00:16.990
Hi, I'm Ted Vail. I'm the Director of Foursquare Missions 
International and as a leader, I'm sure I'm a 

96982e52-656a-44d1-9bfb-d2a55e6c6d2c
00:00:16.990 --> 00:00:21.300
lot like you. My heart's desire is to be sure that everyone

f58c7c73-0886-418a-b09b-1c8b1c080099
00:00:21.300 --> 00:00:27.030
throughout the world, and all the nations, they get a chance to 
experience the love of God.

0586c8bc-23ac-4bfc-8a1c-b707cde24ec0
00:00:27.030 --> 00:00:30.910
Well, it reminds me of a passage in Mark Chapter One and this is when 
Jesus

92321883-f045-4d47-a8c6-231b2d4fca7b
00:00:30.910 --> 00:00:35.100
called the disciples to be fishers of men by following Him. Do you 
remember 

351ee178-85e5-4837-a2c9-d02e35fb14cb
00:00:35.100 --> 00:00:38.240
who He encountered first? It was Simon and Andrew. They

39792be0-7f8c-4f1b-b5d5-4c1dc3bb6e9e
00:00:38.240 --> 00:00:42.890
were casting their net when He found them, throwing it out there. And 
then right after

2d0ae8a7-7bb1-447c-863a-3ea5a4add973
00:00:42.890 --> 00:00:47.770
that, He catches James and John and they were in the boat and what 
were they doing? They were

045671a8-3b79-4264-a382-41fae31ff494
00:00:47.770 --> 00:00:52.740
actually mending the net, that tedious work of re-tying all the knots.

7a658569-94e1-43e1-9f3c-7656124aeec6
00:00:52.740 --> 00:00:56.420
Now if you go over to Luke Chapter Five, you remember then, there's 
Jesus on



fac07664-e1bf-47cb-8b01-f7145d5aaf81
00:00:56.420 --> 00:00:59.530
the shore calling out to them in the boat and He says,

b7777c53-3623-451f-be02-5ddb20838460
00:00:59.530 --> 00:01:04.150
"Hey, throw your net out on the other side, launch out into the deep." 
And of course, they were

568f8483-7740-458e-a7e4-bbd996ffa45f
00:01:04.150 --> 00:01:07.960
a little frustrated because they said they've been fishing all night 
long and

67f833b4-c0a4-4755-918e-18de7385b122
00:01:07.960 --> 00:01:11.030
hadn't come up with anything. It was like, "This hole that we're at, 
it's 

0f3f4586-d1e8-4c7b-a312-50c95bf5f3e4
00:01:11.030 --> 00:01:16.100
all fished out. Nevertheless, at your word." And so they throw the 
net. You know how it goes,

e51b5cc1-0597-4856-8291-701fd29facba
00:01:16.100 --> 00:01:20.830
that they bring in such a great catch that they actually have to call 
some friends over

5907b10d-6dea-4e9f-ad24-da78cce10427
00:01:20.830 --> 00:01:27.050
just to bring all these fish in. This to me is a picture of where 
we're at today.  But 

5d51031b-01f2-49b3-b415-036837bbe01b
00:01:27.050 --> 00:01:31.780
first of all, like Simon and Andrew, we need to hear that prophetic 
word of the 

b316c445-53d3-4e8a-8c58-436f95d7d487
00:01:31.780 --> 00:01:34.770
Lord about where to cast the net. You

cd6b17c1-84d7-4e02-ba05-6fcc8e07a42c
00:01:34.770 --> 00:01:39.080
see, simple truth but Jesus knows where the fish are. Fish

da17fc54-524f-4c30-8de1-ad49be74210b
00:01:39.080 --> 00:01:43.750



move around sometimes, just like people do in this great global 
migration that

5651c830-6a71-4406-9484-58226545af1d
00:01:43.750 --> 00:01:48.360
we're experiencing. That's really what I want to talk some about. As 
people

8237ba59-bf08-405b-a7e4-0c9e14142869
00:01:48.360 --> 00:01:53.350
move around, Jesus knows where they're at, where they're going, He 
knows all

3c62eeaf-a758-496c-9624-39bd5156e9f7
00:01:53.350 --> 00:01:58.070
of that. So maybe we just hear His voice and invest our labor and 
endeavors 

1a3af8e7-1cc0-4bb9-bdc0-b77cc2fdaccf
00:01:58.070 --> 00:02:02.950
and cast that net to where He tells us to. Even if it seems like 'we

7ea97a93-9355-4123-ac28-02f55f2347cf
00:02:02.950 --> 00:02:08.530
already went there before'. Now, secondly of course, James and John 
mending the net - this 

10249688-df65-4881-b47c-bd4c73ee7b93
00:02:08.530 --> 00:02:12.500
is tedious work. It's not fun. It's not glamorous, but

5282d52a-467e-4556-8626-3e140003a8f8
00:02:12.500 --> 00:02:16.070
imagine what happens if you don't do it.  Imagine 

ecc12ba0-8c2a-420e-8ac2-2aef7f5041df
00:02:16.070 --> 00:02:21.000
in Luke Chapter Five if they were pulling up the net all those fish 
everywhere so many you

1c3b1c74-581f-4a74-aaa8-66a4a1c91de2
00:02:21.000 --> 00:02:25.150
could just see them everywhere in your pool that net up, but as you 
pull it up,

b7fb6af6-9271-4a44-8dc6-13418e1fe0e0
00:02:25.150 --> 00:02:30.530
they all slip right through holes because you had un-mended nets. To 
me,



79925d10-8243-4f92-a569-5d06d7b1fb60
00:02:30.530 --> 00:02:34.910
this speaks of, it speaks of a church without unity. You see, when we

0af786c4-3362-4db8-b667-5a9dfe198a65
00:02:34.910 --> 00:02:39.440
tie these knots together, work on the net, which is actually the word 
- network. When 

4bbda69f-408a-46b2-972f-0efae586ef86
00:02:39.440 --> 00:02:43.080
we networked together, not just socially, but we

c9a6b789-8cea-40ba-8360-538d3a368fc8
00:02:43.080 --> 00:02:46.780
actually are united together as the Body of Christ.

cf1b8afa-7972-443c-a84b-1ede20ec2471
00:02:46.780 --> 00:02:50.570
Now this speaks of course, of denominations, and missions groups,

7fa81c0c-24ae-427a-9425-524da667849f
00:02:50.570 --> 00:02:55.510
and agencies. But I think even more broadly, it actually speaks of the 
Global

7f2a194c-0324-41fe-ad6c-8758040898c6
00:02:55.510 --> 00:03:00.550
Church coming together. All the things I've discovered is I found a 
lot of people that really

cb9daf47-4a36-46c5-a974-ad9734366e8b
00:03:00.550 --> 00:03:03.670
believe as Americans and Westerners that they,

8575cdb7-d57f-499a-83cd-253db4c796fa
00:03:03.670 --> 00:03:07.650
-or people in other parts of the world- they need what we have. And 

3eea77c6-debb-4090-83b0-4bf1dbe0c216
00:03:07.650 --> 00:03:12.170
I believe that. We can bring Jesus and we can bring many things. But 
here's a question

ac57f8bb-de8b-4ea2-8b96-9b9ab1cc1c1b
00:03:12.170 --> 00:03:16.810
for you, particularly about those who God has brought right here to 
your shores. Do you

b6c4d651-735d-42a5-a5f0-8640fa4775bb



00:03:16.810 --> 00:03:22.100
really, in your heart, believe that you need them? I tell you, this 
truth revolutionized my own

81e63173-e909-49f7-a75c-4008ac815064
00:03:22.100 --> 00:03:26.370
life but also our mission. As we really not only believe that we

be70c8c7-18c4-4896-902e-f0bbcd156456
00:03:26.370 --> 00:03:31.350
need those that God is bringing. We need the Global Church. And we 
need other organizations

d6f0ea58-9ea5-4837-95ad-4dfb0706db1f
00:03:31.350 --> 00:03:36.300
and denominations in mission besides our own. But I'll tell you also 
what happens when we

6d14a660-94b4-4012-aa03-4adb771f7994
00:03:36.300 --> 00:03:41.510
convinced those that were partnering with, that it's true, that we 
really do feel that way. We found

c9b14403-64cd-42e1-a5fd-0cd537913dd6
00:03:41.510 --> 00:03:46.200
a genuine partnership come together. That type of networking and 

e68737b4-9be6-41b7-a853-a92ff17bf007
00:03:46.200 --> 00:03:51.200
it allowed us to bring in an even greater catch. Sure, throughout the 
nations as we worked together on

266861d7-5c1d-4385-9a12-e37bb19b5f19
00:03:51.200 --> 00:03:56.120
global mission, but what's interesting is, right even here, in our own 
nation as

aacc1281-b96c-45e4-b25c-0e900325fd81
00:03:56.120 --> 00:03:57.080
God's bringing the

52dd9cc3-18ef-462a-9c3d-60a20b842bed
00:03:57.080 --> 00:04:01.570
nations here amidst this global upheaval. We're seeing people come. As 
you know,

7b0a5bb9-4ecf-488e-a7d7-ba7165094f63
00:04:01.570 --> 00:04:05.470
they're coming as workers, they are coming as students, they're coming



e1bf1e37-287b-4c70-a599-ec85b125942e
00:04:05.470 --> 00:04:11.130
as tourists, they're coming as refugees. But imagine some of them are 
coming,

99cb86fd-e70d-4577-b9e7-776cd5a1dc49
00:04:11.130 --> 00:04:16.100
some are coming because they weren't hearing, they weren't 
experiencing where they lived at,

0c514f14-5f44-43fd-9a89-6ee197b39309
00:04:16.100 --> 00:04:20.770
those areas of the unreached that we're all so much after, and wanting 
to send missionaries 

b5911049-adc2-45b9-9f8e-86444f02bda7
00:04:20.770 --> 00:04:25.710
to. But we know the reality is we're not getting to everybody in time, 
and it's like the Lord of

c633fd54-f200-4d33-9b7e-de7c8001b489
00:04:25.710 --> 00:04:29.730
The Harvest is seeing this and saying I love them so much and you're 
not getting

065764e3-9bf9-4838-b09c-c03263a43163
00:04:29.730 --> 00:04:34.780
to everybody. So I love them so much, I'm going to bring them to your 
neighborhood because I know that you

dbf2c2fa-4bd9-4d67-a5eb-cdc0ba3c2ca5
00:04:34.780 --> 00:04:40.410
won't close your heart and close your drapes. You'll open your heart. 
You'll go share with them. So this is

687af1a9-e6f1-4521-824f-87d86be4e949
00:04:40.410 --> 00:04:44.180
the great chance that we know. We know we have and that is we can 
reach the

c8b60a2b-a9d8-4756-9056-5385d0b4f3da
00:04:44.180 --> 00:04:48.300
nations in part when they come here, when they studied in our 
Universities,

1560c673-4941-42ab-a1f5-2d7c30fefdfe
00:04:48.300 --> 00:04:53.290
and when they come as refugees, or as strangers. The second most 
frequent command in



c3489c61-21af-4d92-9bb0-bf11976c85a3
00:04:53.290 --> 00:04:56.490
the Old Testament is actually to welcome the stranger.

cce113d8-788e-435a-b15f-29aaf0a6c1f1
00:04:57.800 --> 00:05:02.450
But, it's also interesting, and maybe sometimes a little more 
difficult to capture, and that

78688b78-a0ec-47c8-bf4a-d64b9d4325d7
00:05:02.450 --> 00:05:07.250
is, that God is also bringing some people here as the friends in Luke 
Five.

605aa87a-299b-44cc-b99c-9350a34ba018
00:05:07.250 --> 00:05:11.910
Amidst this great catch that we're in, we need help and

1dbe9875-23df-48ac-96c3-a0959fa1574e
00:05:11.910 --> 00:05:15.840
God's bringing the nations to us to help us to bring in this

f8eb6b9f-ad6f-4e1f-ab76-43e6891254fd
00:05:15.840 --> 00:05:21.760
great catch right here in North America. This is going to require

65334c0a-01b2-4074-81bf-e66fda56f224
00:05:21.760 --> 00:05:26.440
a heart of partnership, and I don't know about your organization, or 
where you're at, but I have sensed this

ff68303d-71cc-46a0-beb7-361af1d84cd7
00:05:26.440 --> 00:05:31.740
push. It's like, the Lord is pushing us to partnership in ways that we 
didn't have to do in the

8513ad9c-38cd-4d20-b508-d05672f60238
00:05:31.740 --> 00:05:35.550
past, It was like we could do this on our own. But now, for different

a5f051b4-42e1-49d9-9758-b0c46b9e6d7e
00:05:35.550 --> 00:05:41.960
reasons, we find ourselves working together more. I feel like that's 
the hand of the Lord.

34aa0480-5fa9-40b3-804f-967232f256c0
00:05:41.960 --> 00:05:46.030
I also know for many of us this is going to require some 
organizational



9f45c578-3b3e-4664-bf0f-e1e4407fcc20
00:05:46.030 --> 00:05:47.340
change.

98b8049d-a8ed-4738-95d2-ca0093328ce9
00:05:47.340 --> 00:05:52.120
It might require some structure change. Maybe the way that you see the 
home missions versus

0ec0610b-5670-4e4e-b6e9-70daa583a431
00:05:52.120 --> 00:05:56.030
foreign missions, or international missions. Maybe some of your 
policies

5c2f28d4-63fb-485d-a89e-b0db2345ee41
00:05:56.030 --> 00:05:59.650
as what we found, was that we had certain policies that

987de39c-eff0-4429-af9f-d5fee84ecd39
00:05:59.650 --> 00:06:04.200
weren't friendly to immigrants, to immigrant pastors, even from our 
own church

f902bd54-683b-4bd4-b350-5fc9d56e0859
00:06:04.200 --> 00:06:08.590
family and movement, we weren't necessarily friendly to them. We had 
to

749a5c77-b3ca-46cb-93b0-ceea279587b7
00:06:08.590 --> 00:06:14.390
do some structural change. Now here's what I found about 
organizational change. As it is, it comes

261b5b62-6adb-417e-ac6b-177916db0d94
00:06:14.390 --> 00:06:18.710
in two forms. It comes, as I mentioned, in Structural Change. The 
other

5263a0f3-fc5a-41ba-ad37-56eb29d3afc5
00:06:18.710 --> 00:06:23.470
side of organizational change though that is equally or more 
important: and that's a heart 

c4b9d41c-1be6-478c-ab81-57e3235d4e66
00:06:23.470 --> 00:06:28.510
change. Great that all of our structures were changing, we're ready 
with licensing

b86bd741-be50-49f4-95f5-4e41f936edef
00:06:28.510 --> 00:06:31.650



and immigration assistance, and all these different ways that we

b716fadf-12a0-499c-8e33-7e435ff225e3
00:06:31.650 --> 00:06:37.260
could reach out and we could partner. But the truth is, if we don't 
have a heart change-

5ba2f43d-4c02-4695-9b6a-4b9f003e66bb
00:06:37.260 --> 00:06:43.160
and we're saying we want you here, we need you, you're welcome here, 
then it won't happen. You

4746eed5-0e07-42dc-90af-3cb23b7e04cc
00:06:43.160 --> 00:06:48.150
won't have organizational change. It's just funny to think about where 
we go to the nations because of 

d8396a07-a330-4b0b-907f-aaa9c34e1304
00:06:48.150 --> 00:06:52.640
Acts One Eight - Samaria and the outermost. But Papua New Guinea, they 
have

502e6cc3-1523-4dbd-bfac-a3d33ab52f22
00:06:52.640 --> 00:06:57.580
have Acts One Eight in their Bible too. Turkey has Acts One Eight in 
their Bible. Well, if you're Papua New Guinea, where

65844ec9-1866-49d4-ac9c-71146f706c79
00:06:57.580 --> 00:07:02.460
is the end of the earth for you? It might be Toronto, or Dallas, or 
something. The beauty of

7709eec3-ac12-41da-94a3-c444c46a880e
00:07:02.460 --> 00:07:07.240
what God's doing right now is, He is bringing us together in this 
mended

e0f81e63-df7c-498e-8fd2-539581616e2d
00:07:07.240 --> 00:07:11.290
net because He doesn't want anyone to perish. Believe me, we're going 
to 

d4dc482a-9be5-4a40-b834-47ff0a0e5bde
00:07:11.290 --> 00:07:16.190
keep sending people to the ends of the earth. But we're also going to 
receive the ends of the earth

aa7b0db6-6fd4-4eac-9233-d92669d0ec1f
00:07:16.190 --> 00:07:21.330
here, and that's this beauty of partnership that we have.



d046c7d8-689f-497e-9f44-29e5b1e429ac
00:07:21.330 --> 00:07:25.410
There was probably one last thing I'd like to bring up, this is-

19abffc1-c1a5-4bd1-8334-646a988c50a3
00:07:25.410 --> 00:07:29.510
I don't know how you get this, but I just want to say the word 
"desperation".

db2791f5-75a8-449c-a16a-5cc202bfb2ed
00:07:29.510 --> 00:07:34.330
Sometimes, I think in our love for mission, and even our

acda42ec-19ac-45f8-b7fe-5a9902065154
00:07:34.330 --> 00:07:38.340
love for organization, which is what I found in my research side of 
all of this.

e3565a60-61f0-4f17-802d-483b46ebdfed
00:07:38.340 --> 00:07:41.950
Like, I interviewed hundreds and hundreds of immigrants, and immigrant

e23079ef-c016-467d-9ad3-bc1e9ae45f12
00:07:41.950 --> 00:07:47.190
pastors, and the difference between an immigrant pastor coming to 
North America

ec044285-5d95-44a9-926c-154b931d6871
00:07:47.190 --> 00:07:52.140
and North America Leadership was very different. There's quite a 
divide and it really

d275b294-2d94-453b-ab52-b2ade69a4c35
00:07:52.140 --> 00:07:56.270
came down to the issues of honor versus organization

666feef2-b8c2-4c15-b444-83266833ce95
00:07:56.270 --> 00:08:00.540
and organizational structure. And while we both value one and the 
other,

55111598-40a8-4d9a-94bf-bfbc12cb3d65
00:08:00.540 --> 00:08:05.150
I found that our immigrant brothers and sisters were coming here and 
things like family,

5f5d248c-0be3-4060-9c9a-bb5128f85851
00:08:05.150 --> 00:08:10.370
and spirituality, and honor where the top of their list. Where I found 



that most of our US

1294d2a0-1a0f-4c7a-a14d-afd6eb219f4a
00:08:10.370 --> 00:08:15.150
leaders, their top values were: where does this fit in our system, in 
our structure, how are we going to pay for

d74a7810-0277-42ed-8140-66070cd5d839
00:08:15.150 --> 00:08:20.090
all of this. Those are also real questions. As we came together in 
relationship

d367e321-6e10-4d74-836f-d716551bfd03
00:08:20.090 --> 00:08:24.990
though, we started seeing some amazing things happen right here in the 
US

318d2c66-c9cc-440e-90be-b43bd2d9324a
00:08:24.990 --> 00:08:28.580
and in North America. But as you can imagine, here's what happens when 
it

18f148fd-f4ce-422f-ae74-09ae3772ebbb
00:08:28.580 --> 00:08:32.200
starts happening amazingly here, we now raise up a whole

a35bd9a7-2b64-433c-b3e3-5dd64d04ba7a
00:08:32.200 --> 00:08:36.790
new missions force that can go to the ends of the earth and not just a 
traditional missions

92759259-4f16-4185-b5e5-be350b0c51f3
00:08:36.790 --> 00:08:41.190
force but actually those of different nations that have come here, 
some wanting to

aea00e93-d6ce-4324-8c55-ac0794634609
00:08:41.190 --> 00:08:46.570
go home, some wanting to go to other people groups as well. The word 
that I want to mix in

32271d42-7a1f-4987-b7ce-d478473df5fa
00:08:46.570 --> 00:08:52.260
to all this is, desperation. Sometimes I find in my heart that my care

a1f6b3de-5a14-40cd-8130-beb0dde36f49
00:08:52.260 --> 00:08:56.690
and love for policy, and organization, and doing things a certain way, 
or



fe5bf94d-d5c1-4db7-a766-cc336d470912
00:08:56.690 --> 00:09:01.130
training, or teaching, sometimes desperation falls by the wayside. 
That

bd682a83-7934-4659-8d75-e126e29761fa
00:09:01.130 --> 00:09:06.060
sense that Jesus is coming again soon and we gotta get the Gospel out 
to everybody. And that was,

1bd40585-e850-494a-9c60-2ee6f08843fb
00:09:06.060 --> 00:09:10.820
a maybe more popular message in another day, but can I just ask you to 
talk to the Lord of

c415b697-2415-4f9c-bb75-b36584ab2a1b
00:09:10.820 --> 00:09:14.930
The Harvest about desperation again? Maybe He's not

67b4ca92-7f9b-4df6-a049-dcb05d791ad7
00:09:14.930 --> 00:09:19.920
going to come during your lifetime. Maybe He is. But He's certainly 
going to come in the lifetime of

c8ecfd9b-dd8f-4f57-8e1c-7bf544f734e4
00:09:19.920 --> 00:09:24.360
many around the world in the sense that they could pass into a crisis

e3aaddfb-3a45-466b-bff9-e3b579febb13
00:09:24.360 --> 00:09:29.030
eternity. Can our hearts be filled with compassion again and with 
desperation?

a578d4a0-1db4-4d44-85b6-d3c5f1032c93
00:09:29.030 --> 00:09:33.900
Would we be willing to prophetically cast the net wherever the Lord 
tells us

69bd057f-3b1f-4eb0-a852-474f123453af
00:09:33.900 --> 00:09:36.290
to cast it? And would we be willing to

4c962dc6-eba1-4acf-9fd3-b001eb370128
00:09:36.290 --> 00:09:41.230
mend our nets so that we can bring all this in together? Right here at

fb56f016-eea2-438e-94dd-2a7dfb5f5f09
00:09:41.230 --> 00:09:48.430
home, and also to the ends of the earth. Let's partner together. God 
bless you.



983ad2c8-8bd4-45e9-901f-e6b99333f8e2
00:09:48.430 --> 00:09:48.930


